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This te hni al report presents the de nition of a ir ular
Hilbert-like spa e- lling urve. Preliminary evaluations in a simulation
environment have shown good lo ality preserving properties. The results
are ompared with known bounds for other indexing s hemes: Hilbert-,
Lebesgue-, and H-Indexing. We evaluated partitions indu ed by the indexing s hemes and uses the diameter and the surfa e as measures. For
both we present worst ase and average ase results.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Spa e- lling urves are geometri representations of bije tive mappings
M : f1; : : : ; N m g ! f1; : : : ; N gm . The urve M traverses all N m ells in the
m-dimensional grid of size N . An (histori ) overview on spa e- lling urves is
given in [11℄.
In omputational geometry data stru tures based on spa e- lling urves are
often used for requests on axis aligned bodies of arbitrary size. The aim of the
requests is to nd all points lo ated in su h multidimensional intervals. Those
types of requests are needed in many appli ations like N-body simulations [12℄,
image ompression and browsing [10, 4℄, databases [2℄, and onta t sear h in nite
element analysis [5℄. An overview on this and other te hniques for range sear hing
in omputational geometry is given in [1℄. Spa e- lling urves have other lo ality
properties whi h are e. g. useful in parallel nite element simulations [3, 7℄.
Due to the varying requirements on the lo ality properties, di erent metri s
have been used to qualify, ompare, and improve spa e- lling urves. Here we
use two metri s to examine the lo ality properties of the new urve: diameter
and surfa e of an indu ed partition. We ompare the hypotheti al bounds with
known analyti al bounds of other spa e- lling urves: Hilbert-, Lebesgue-, and
H-indexing. Des riptions of the generation of those urves an be found in [11,
9℄.
The next se tion introdu es the -indexing. Se tion 3 de nes the metri s
used in this report. The following se tion brie y des ribes the implemented simulation environment. Afterwards, the evaluated lo ality values are presented and
dis ussed.
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2 The

-Indexing

Fig. 1.

Re ursive de nition of the

-indexing.

The -indexing uses the same U-like base geometry as the Hilbert urve.
We de ne two sub types of this base geometry with two di erent re nement
rules. The sub types illustrated in Figure 1 are labeled with small dots. They
represent the two end points of the urve within this quarter. The upper sub
urve inter onne ts end points on neighbored borders of the quad while the lower
urve inter onne ts end points on opposite borders of the quad. In the following
we will denote them as bended and straight sub urves. A bended obje t is split
into three bended and one straight quarters. A straight obje t is split into four
bended quarters.

Fig. 2.

Explanation for the name of the urve.

The name -indexing is derived from the way the urve passes a quad of
size 4  4. Figure 2 shows the the urves for the two sub types in a smoother
way.
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Fig. 3.

Spe ial rule for the rst re nement step.

It is obvious that any sub type hosen at the highest level gives asymptoti
omparable lo ality properties. To get a ir ular urve we need a spe ial rule
shown in Figure 3. The initial area is split into four bended obje ts.

Fig. 4.

Curve for a grid of size 16  16 (4 re nement steps).

Figure 4 shows the urve for a grid of size 16  16. In the appendix urves
for larger grids are plotted (see Figures 7, 8, and 9).
2.1 Observations

During the re nement, the relative position of the end points are lying alternating on the left and the right hand side of the new separator. E. g. in the bended
rule of Figure 1 one end point lies on the right hand side of the verti al separator. In the next re nement step it lies on the left hand side of the new verti al
separator of the lower right quarter. In the next re nement step it will be on
the right hand side, and so on. It follows, that the jun tion of the urve between
two quarters onverges to one-third or two-thirds of their ommon border.

As mentioned above, the bended sub urves are split into three bended and a
single straight while the straight one is split into four bended obje ts. It follows
that roughly 4=5 of the obje ts are of bended type while 1=5 is straight. The
exa t value depends on the examined level l of re nement: In the even ase
we have 4(45 1) bended obje ts and in the odd ase 4(45+1) . It follows, that we
have 4 5+4 or 4 5 4 straight obje ts. This fa t an be easily proven by an omplete
indu tion.
l

l
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3 Lo ality Metri s
The diameter metri s des ribes the ratio of index interval to maximum distan e
within the partition indu ed by this index-range. Analyti al results are published
for di erent indexing s hemes like Hilbert urve and H-indexing for Manhattan
metri , Eu lidean metri , and maximum metri in worst ase [6, 9℄. We use an
modi ation of the measure de ned by Gotsman and Lindenbaum [6℄:
De nition 1 (lo ality). Let urve be an indexing s heme, p an index range,
V (p) = jpj the size (volume) of the partition, and d(p) the maximal Eu lidean
distan e (diameter) within it. L urve (p) de nes the lo ality of the partition given
by index range p:

d urve (p)2
L urve (p) =
(1)
V (p)
This formulation an be extended to a lo ality measure of an indexing s heme:
urve = max fL urve (p)g
Lmax
p
urve = avg fL urve (p)g
Lavg
p

(2)
(3)

Gotsman and Lindenbaum on entrate on the worst ase s enarios. They
based their de nition on the distan e of two indi es of the urve rather than on
the partition indu ed by those indi es. It is obvious that both de nitions result
in the same lo ality value for the maximum operation. For us the modi ed
de nition seems to be a more meaningful approa h in the average ase, be ause
we are more interested in the stru ture of indu ed partitions.
The surfa e metri s examines the boundary of a partition whi h is indu ed by
an interval of a spa e- lling urve. This property is ne essary for the partitioning
in parallel programming, e. g. in nite element analysis. Experimental results of
this relationship for uniform grids and unstru tured meshes an be found in [14℄.
Analyti al evaluations for Hilbert and Lebesgue urve are given in [8℄. The quality
oeÆ ient represents a normalized value for the quality of the indu ed partition
in an uniform grid of size n  n. We use the shape of an optimal partition, i. e.
the square, as a referen e:
De nition 2 (quality oeÆ ient). Let urve be an indexing s heme, p an
index range, S (p) the surfa e of a partition, and V (p) = jpj the size (volume) of
it. C urve (p) de nes the quality oeÆ ient of the partition given by index range
p:

S urve (p)
C urve (p) =
4  V (p)

p

This formulation an be extended to a

quality oeÆ ient of an indexing s

urve = max fC urve (p)g
Cmax
p
urve
Cavg = avgp fC urve (p)g
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(4)
heme:

(5)
(6)

4 Simulation Environment
We have developed a simulation environment for the evaluation of the lo ality of
spa e- lling urves. The data stru tures allow the examination of unstru tured
meshes of arbitrary dimension. Ea h element ( ell) has informations about its
geometri position and pointers to its adja ent ells. Based on the geometri
information of the ells any spa e- lling urve an be reated by generating the
orresponding index-permutation. All index-intervals of a prede ned size are
examined to nd the worst ase s enario and the average ase quality.
4.1 Surfa e

The examination of the indu ed surfa e for an interval of size V is quite easy.
We need two fun tions for the ontrol of the surfa e size, one for adding and one
for deleting a ell of the partition. In both ases we have to he k all neighbors of
the added/deleted ell for being inside or outside the a tual partition to adjust
the surfa e size. In the start-up phase the ells 0, . . . , V 1 are added to the
partition. For ea h following partition a new element is appended while the rst
is deleted. Note, that without any overhead the surfa e quality for V + 1 an be
omputed in the same run.
4.2 Diameter

The al ulation of the partitions diameter is more expensive. A brute for e approa h needs O(V 2 ) distan e al ulations for a V - ell partition. On the other
hand, any restri tion of the sear h-spa e (e. g. examine only ells on the border
of the partition) is more sophisti ated and it depends on the hara teristi of
the spa e- lling urve whether it pays o .
In our examinations we are interested in the dependen y on the lo ality
metri s for in reasing partition sizes. That means we want to know all values
for partitions of sizes 1, . . . , V . We an in rease the overall eÆ ien y of the
simulation run, if we al ulate all diameters for partitions of size 1, . . . , V with
a xed rst ell. In ea h step we add a single ell. The diameter of the in reased
partition is the maximum of the old diameter and the largest distan e of all old
ells to the new one. Again, it is possible to restri t the distan e al ulations on
the border ells of the partition.
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5 Indu ed Diameter
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Fig. 5.
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Indu ed diameter L of di erent partitions in the grid.

In Figure 5 the relative diameter of a partition indu ed by the -indexing is
presented for the average and worst ase. A partition of size volume in a grid of
size 512 2 512 is evaluated. The value is normalized to the size of the partition:
d
, as proposed by Gotsman and Lindenbaum [6℄.
L = volume
We an nd hypotheti al bounds of 3 for the average ase and 5 for the worst
ase. In worst ase, bounds for Hilbert- and H-indexing are known [9℄:
dHilbert (i; j ) 
dH indexing (i; j ) 

p6:01  ji j j
p4  ji j j + p10 ;

with i, j as urve indi es and volume = ji

(7)
(8)

j j.

The lo ality of the -indexing lies between those two indexing s hemes. Fol2
indexing  5 2 .
lowing the proof for LHilbert
max  6 3 in [6℄, it is possible to show Lmax
3
That means, we an proof that the -indexing is of higher lo ality than the
Hilbert-indexing. The proof for the sharper bound in [9℄ (Eq. 7) does not seem
to be appropriate for the -indexing be ause of the di erent re nement rules
for the two sub types.
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6 Indu ed Surfa e
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Fig. 6.
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Normalized indu ed surfa e C of di erent partitions in the grid.

In Figure 6 the surfa e quality of a partition indu ed by the -indexing is
presented. A partition of size volume in a grid of size 10241024 is evaluated. The
S
value is normalized to the surfa e size of an optimal partition: C = 4pvolume
,
as proposed by Zumbus h [14℄.
Hypotheti al bounds are 1.95 for the worst ase and 1.37 for the average
ase. Known bounds are:

r5

Hilbert
(9)
1:8605 < 3  13  Cmax
r
Lebesgue  p 96 < 1:8374
1:8371 < 3  38 "  Cmax
(10)
2730
for the worst- ase and
Lebesgue  5p < 1:4434
Cavg
(11)
2 3
for the average- ase [8, 13℄.
The evaluations show that the -indexing is worse in maximum analysis
ompared to the Hilbert- and Lebesgue-indexing. On the other hand, the average
ase result is better than those for the Lebesgue-indexing. Furthermore, indexing seems to have a surfa e quality whi h is even better than that of Hilbertindexing ( f. [8℄).
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7 Con lusion
The introdu ed -indexing is a ir ular spa e- lling urve. Preliminary evaluations of the lo ality properties show that it has moderate quality for the two
presented measures. Future work will in lude an extensive simulative evaluation of other urves to get omparable hypotheti al bounds. Furthermore, the
evaluated bounds should also be on rmed by analyti al results.
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8 Appendix

Fig. 7.

Curve for a grid of size 32  32 (5 re nement steps).
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Fig. 8.

Curve for a grid of size 64  64 (6 re nement steps).
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Fig. 9.

Curve for a grid of size 128  128 (7 re nement steps).
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